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About This Game

Mimpi is a lazy doggy who becomes the “Superdog” in his dreams. Help him to save his friends by manipulating the
environment of 6 original illustrated worlds in this charming mix of adventure, puzzle, and platformer. Find out what dreams

dogs have and download the sequel to the award-winning Mimpi 1! Mimpi Dreams is a casual game, do not expect strong
challenges, we want you to have fun and finish it. The game was designed as multiplatform, so you can play it on iOS or

Android devices, but it is played best on a PC!

Features
● Scientifically accurate super-realistic simulator of dog dreams :)
● Casual gameplay combining platformer, puzzles and adventure

● 5 different worlds to explore: stoneface forest, tesla landscape, bottle seaside, fairytale and medieval castle!
● Soundtrack by award-winning composers Jaroslav Vyhnička and Alexandre Guiraud

● Sequel to the award winning original - yes, there is Mimpi 1

PC Features
● Proper keyboard and mouse controls designed for PC (you can also use the gamepad).

● Different camera zoom and more parallax backgrounds.
● Steamworks features: Cards, badges and Steam achievements!

About Mimpi
Mimpi is a lazy doggy who likes to sleep a lot. In his dreams, he becomes the dog hero, who rescues and saves whoever is in

need of rescuing or saving! Be it a lost pirate ship, a lab rat who wants to be free or a princess held by a dragon - Mimpi hero is
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here to save the day. Of course, Mimpi can not do it without his sidekick and that is YOU!

Mimpi and you are the makers of his dreams. Help Mimpi be the hero by manipulating his dreams - move obstacles to allow
Mimpi to get through levels, solve puzzles and help Mimpi communicate with the creatures in his dreams.
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It's Alpha Zylon! need I say more?. While I can see why the parts of the special edition were left out of the main film, they are
still enjoyable to watch for those interested.. I would advice you to wait for a sale (or a bunde), if you wanna buy it.
But it's still a fine program.. I liked this game. It is clearly, the product of love by its creator.. A short and fun arcade platformer
with 4 different modes:

1. A campaign single player where you play through 3 arenas with different challenges on each of the stages in each arena in
order to progress the story.

2. An arcade mode which is an endless mode where you can challenge yourself to reach a highscore on the global leaderboard by
breaking barrels as many as you can while also collecting coins which will be used to unlock buffs.

3. A local multiplayer where you and your friend try to compete against each other to jumping on buttons that light up before
the other player while avoiding hazards.

4. Finally there is a local coop where you and your friend need to step on the correct buttons that match your color at the same
time while avoiding hazards.

I highly recommend This game, it will challenge your speed and reflexes and can be highly addictive when trying to reach a new
high score in the arcade mode.. This method of locomotion should be by default used in all VR games. Very immersive even if
it looks a bit goofy, but hey VR usually does. Helps a lot with movement related nausea.

I highly recommend this tool for all VR players. Especially for those who suffer from motion sickness.
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Very) short and sweet! ��. This is a good game the only issue I have with it is that it takes for ever to move around the maps
looking for animals unless your in a vehicle. Maybe the developers could look at increasing the rate of movement when running.
:-). Haven't played these games.
All lubitelyam true old highly recommend.
I especially appreciate the fact that the developers didn't just borrow the best practices of the 90s but also added some modern
elements. Pros:
This is the best rpg maker game I have played in a year or more. Not too pretentious. Not too fan service. Good level of
direction while retaining a slightly customizable experience. It's worth more than one playthrough. I lol'd once in a while. The
story is well written and paced well enough to keep my interest.
Cons:
I found the game to be a bit too self referential at times but I appreciate the style of humour. The name is probably the worst
thing about this game. I find it a bit uninspired. Glitch Fairy is both nice to have around and annoying that he exists.

It's worth the buy if you like rpg games or humour games or are just a fan of anime. The story could easily be a decent anime
comedy. Much of the dialogue and personal interactions are standard anime fare. It's not quite on the zany side of farce or on
the sardonic side of satire but, somewhere in between.. It's a game that doesn't want to be played. Or at the very least, will make
it incredibly difficult for you to even start up. Calendula is a surreal horror experience that emphasizes atmosphere over
jumpscares, and does it in a unique way with mind-bending puzzles just to "start" up the game.

The game itself is fairly simple: It takes place mostly on the main menu screen of the Calendula game, and you have to change
several things with the video and audio in order to find passwords to unlock the saved files or to start a new game. The puzzles
can be quite tricky, though they are nothing too horrifying to solve (though some can be difficult). I took a year long break
playing this game and managed to solve the puzzle I was stuck on a year ago within a few minutes, so it's not too bad if you
leave it for any lengthy period of time.

The game doesn't have much in the way of art, though it does have some walking cutscenes where the player moves down a
series of steps or a hallway. A lot of times, these visuals are quite muddled, and usually have some surreal aspect going on for it.
While it definitely added to the creepy nature of the game, I don't think it was particularly a pro or con for the game itself,
especially since the majority of the game takes place on the main menu. The sound design is where the game shines, as it added
an extra level of creepy to the game, and was placed at very specific and key moments that enhance the creepy ambience of
Calendula.

The game has(?) a story...though it's quite complicated and I think relies heavily on interpretation due to the surreal nature of
the cutscenes. That's not a bad thing (I like stories like this sometimes) but I think if you're looking for something concrete this
is not the game to look towards concerning an understandable story. It leaves you with more questions than answers, and I doubt
there will be a sequel any time soon.

Overall, a fantastic puzzle game that oozes with creepiness. The biggest con is that it's incredibly short, and you can probably
beat it in 1-1.5 hours. For $7 it's not worth it for the time it takes to complete, so I highly recommend getting it on sale as I did.
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